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Having formed strong roots in Hong Kong during a successful three year 

period of foundation, it is my great pleasure to present a strategic plan 

designed to guide a second phase of growth over the course of the next 

decade: towards 2031.

Coming as a result of extensive consultation, Together We Flourish draws 

upon rich heritage, a defining ambition unique to Shrewsbury schools and the 

voices of our own proud community. It will act to guide, inform and inspire 

operational planning and the work undertaken by the school team each day.

Strategic content also works in service of overarching Mission and Values 

statements and acts in direct support of Shrewsbury International Asia, with 

whom we share a commitment to exceptional standards.

We have grand aspiration: to build on our accomplishments, enhance our 

reputation and drive positively forward, embracing every arising opportunity. 

Intus si recte ne labora - if the heart is right, all will be well.

Ben Keeling, Principal

INTRODUCTION



Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong offers an inspirational English 

language education for carefully selected students, caring for them in 

an organisation committed to continuous improvement, and providing 

outstanding opportunities both in and out of the classroom. We recruit 

the finest teachers and staff, providing them with the resources to nurture 

outstanding students and exemplify the pioneering spirit and traditions of 

Shrewsbury School. 

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong is established around an 

innovative, ambitious and dynamic international community.

MISSION & VALUES

    Selectivity

    Exceptional People

    Commitment & Renewal

    Outstanding Opportunities

    English Language

    Care & Compassion

    The Shrewsbury Way



Shrewsbury School founded

Shrewsbury School recognised as one of seven ‘great schools’

Shrewsbury School moves onto the Kingsland estate

Shrewsbury International School Bangkok founded

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong allocated site

Founding Principal appointed in Hong Kong

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong founded

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong joins CIS and FOBISIA
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Shrewsbury School was founded in 1552 by Royal Charter and recognised as 

one of seven ‘great schools’ in 1868. Positioned on the spacious Kingsland 

estate since 1882, it has developed a reputation for dynamism and 

community centred education over a period of almost 500 years.

Shrewsbury International School Bangkok was founded in 2003 and is 

located on the banks of the Chao Phraya River. It has an outstanding 

academic record underpinned by a lasting commitment to care and 

compassion.

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong was allocated a greenfield site 

by the Education Bureau in 2014, appointed its Founding Principal in 2017 

and opened in 2018, alongside a second campus in Bangkok. In 2020 it 

received commendation from both the Council of International Schools and 

the Federation of British International Schools in Asia.

Together We Flourish was published in 2021 to guide Shrewsbury 

International School Hong Kong beyond foundation and towards 2031.

OUR JOURNEY

If the heart is right, all will be well



TOGETHER WE FLOURISH

EMBED ENHANCE CONNECT ACHIEVE
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A strategic plan designed to support continued growth and development as 

a centre of excellence over the course of ten years, Together We Flourish acts 

as a celebration of connectedness and community. It stands in recognition of 

the inherent privilege we are afforded in working to harness the enthusiasm, 

initiative and enterprise of young people. We remain centred upon the 

relationships we share and those we are yet to develop, on the 

understanding that we will always be strongest when united. 

During our journey towards 2031, we will:



EMBED

㣝㹊㛇炄

We are clear on our values, have a strong foundation in place and 

are proud of all we have accomplished. Offering a distinctive vision 

for the education of young learners, we have experienced a great 

deal of success. As we move towards 2031, we will act to 

anchor, protect and nurture our greatest assets.

In order to Embed, we will place explicit focus upon:

School Culture 

Routine & Tradition

Organisational Stability



ENHANCE

We have ambition, appetite and a restless drive for continued 

improvement. Our willingness to reflect, redefine and reimagine has 

proven to be a significant asset in the work already undertaken by 

the school team. As we move towards 2031, we will utilise 

and build upon this growing momentum.

In order to Enhance, we will place explicit focus upon:

Opportunity & Experience

Breadth of Expertise

Reputation
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CONNECT

We share a dynamic set of relationships and draw great 

strength from the wisdom of others. Always keen to engage, 

we listen carefully and participate with enthusiasm. As we move 

towards 2031, we will be active in our pursuit of a broader, deeper 

and more diverse collection of interwoven relationships.

In order to Connect, we will place explicit focus 

upon engagements with:

Parents, Students & Alumni

Our Professional Network

The Growing Shrewsbury Family
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ACHIEVE

We continue to build a strong position and will seek to 

gain recognition in accordance with a collection of high and 

clearly articulated standards. As we move towards 2031, our 

association with the Council of International Schools 

and Federation of British International Schools will 

grow increasingly influential.

In order to Achieve, we will place explicit focus upon:

Formal Accreditation

Regional Recognition

Collectively Defined Targets
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School Culture:
We will embed high expectations and collective ambition, 

underpinned by a deep rooted kindness.

Routine & Tradition:
We will embed our distinctions and act purposefully in 

celebration of our identity and individuality.

Organisational Stability:
We will embed our commitment to the development and 

retention of staff and plan considerately for succession.

Opportunity & Experience:

We will enhance academic interconnection in order to 

deliver life shaping outcomes for students.

Breadth of Expertise:

We will enhance specialist services across the curriculum 

to further enrich knowledge and understanding.

Reputation:

We will enhance recognition of and appreciation for the 

quality of service we are able to provide. 



Parents, Students & Alumni:

We will celebrate our diversity, connect those closest to us 

and nurture lasting pride and lifelong association.

Our Professional Network:

We will connect with charitable associations and broaden 

access to external guidance and support services.

The Growing Shrewsbury Family:

We will connect with peers and colleagues to draw upon 

common experience and inspire new initiatives.

Formal Accreditation:

We will achieve membership status with The Council of 

International Schools.

Regional Recognition:

We will achieve recognition as active members of The 

Federation of British International Schools in Asia.

Collectively Defined Targets:

We will achieve according to shared objectives and in 

reference to our relationship with the Education Bureau.



TOWARDS

FLOREAT

Shrewsbury International School Hong Kong
10 Shek Kok Road, Tseung Kwan O, New Territories

www.shrewsbury.edu.hk


